ABSTRACT-In practice, fault diagnosis of power transformer is often performed on the basis of limited data and many various uncertainties factors. Under this circumstance, there are practical difficulties in identifying unique distributions as input for fault diagnosis. In order to solve the problem and improve the diagnosis ability of power transformer by analyzing the dissolved gas, a new method based on probability boxes theory was proposed. Firstly, the raw percentages of dissolved gas were used as the information source to construct the tow pboxes about H 2 and C 2 H 6 gas content. Then, to take advantage of the complementation of the information source, the tow pboxes about H 2 and C 2 H 6 gas content were fused. Finally, the SVM features database was established by extracting different types of cumulative uncertainty measures from p-boxes. The analysis result shows that the proposed method has high degree of diagnosis accuracy and is characterized by fast diagnosis and good real-time, demonstrating the model is practical and effective.
I.
Stable and sustainable performance of power transformer is the key to profitable generation and transmission of electric power. Failure of a large power transformer not only results in the damage of expensive equipment, but also can cause enormous casualties and economic losses. In recent years, domestic and foreign scholars had done many related works about the power transformer fault diagnosis by analyzing the dissolved gas in oil as a characteristic quantity [1] [2] [3] . The most common fault diagnosis method of power transformer is based on the Dissolved Gas-in-oil Analysis (DGA) of transformer oil. It is a sensitive and reliable technique for the detection of incipient fault condition within oil-immersed transformers. There are a number of methods developed for analyzing these gases and interpreting their significance such as Key Gas, Roger gas ratio, Doernenburg, IEC gas ratio and Duval Triangle. Although DGA has widely been used in the industry, this conventional method fails to diagnosis in some cases. This normally happens for those transformers which have more than one type of fault at the same time. To overcome this limitation, an expert system based on DGA for diagnosis of power transformer condition is proposed [4] , in which combines three different DGA methods in one diagnosis scheme in order to overcome the limitation of each method stand alone and investigates the accuracy and consistency of three methods in interpreting the transformer condition by applying fuzzy logic technique in addition to a new final combined fuzzy system. Above-mentioned research has made some achievements by analyzing independent effect of each uncertainty factor. But it is a key to diagnose fault of power transformer by analyzing the links between the various uncertainties factors.
As we all know, the uncertainties in nature may be divided into two kinds [5] . The one is the objective uncertainty from the time spatial variation, the material non-uniformity, etc., which is unable to change. The other is the subjective uncertainty from the cognition lacks, the metering equipment difference, etc., which is able to change. The thought of probability boxes (pboxes for short) originated in the expressed "cognitive uncertainty" with "interval". The probability box (p-box) theory can deal with above two kinds of uncertainties. Along with the uncertainty project' advancement of American Sandia Country Laboratory in 2004, the project promotions in finance risk analysis, biogeography and mechanical reliability and so on are getting more and more widespread [6] . The application of p-box theory successively involves the fault system failure probability assessment [7] , dynamic responses of the vibration system uncertainty evaluation [8] , the expression of uncertainty about climate change [9] , Many parameters of seawall risk modeling and reliability assessment [10, 11] , the lack of experimental data under the condition of automobile gearbox reliability design [12] , rocket edge shell structure finite element modeling and parameter optimization [13] Currently SVM has been widely used in face recognition, fault classification, nonlinear system modeling and identification and other fields [14] . 
II. BASIC CONCEPTS

A. Probability box(p-box)
is called as a pair of function with an uncertainty distribution, which is called as a probability box.
For a random variable X, assuming the probability distribution of X is unknown, () Fxis defined as the lower Cumulative distribution function (CDF) which presents the probability of Xx  . Similarly, () Fxis defined as the upper CDF. The upper and lower bounds of the probability distribution function can be calculated by the probability measure () Px :
As shown in Fig .1 , the left boundary () Fx is the upper boundary of the probability distribution, corresponding in the lower boundary of quantile x. The right boundary () Fx is the lower boundary of the probability distribution, corresponding in the upper boundary of quantile x.
Figure1. An example of p-box
B. Dempster Shafer Structure(DSS)
A finite DSS on the real number field  can be presented by its basic probability assignment function, which is a mapping relation:
Where:
The plausibility function (Pls): It's a sum of all the corresponding mass of a DSS which has intersection with the subset b , which can be presented by the following function:
The belief function (Bel): It's a sum of all the corresponding mass of a DSS which is the subset of interval b  , which can be presented by the following function: 
C. The Relationship of P-box and DSS
The lower bound of a p-box can be achieved by the sum of all the corresponding lower bounds of a DSS and the upper bound of a p-box can be achieved by the sum of all upper bounds of a DSS. The transformation process from a DSS to a p-box is not all information reserving. Some information in details will be lost. The p-box can also be transformed into a DSS by standard discretization.
III. FAULT SIGNAL MODELING BASED ON P-BOX THEORY
A. Construction of the p-boxes
Four patterns involve normal state, discharge faults, overheated faults and grounding faults. The H 2 and C 2 H 6 two sorts' gas signals are picked up.
The steps in getting the p-boxes are shown as following: 1) Divide the data into several groups according to the sampling frequency. 2) Work out every group's mean and variance.
3) Get the DSS as given format. 4) Discretizing of the DSS.
5) Construct the p-boxes
The results of the p-boxes of H 2 gas are showed on Fig .2 .
Figure2. The p-boxes of H2 gas According to the above five steps, we get the results of the p-boxes of C 2 H 6 gas are showed on Fig .3 .
Figure3. The p-boxes of C 2 H 6 gas It is apparent from Fig .2 that the results are different from the Fig .3 . The p-boxes are wider than the former. As we all know the fewer the data, the more uncertainty is the p-box.
B. Fusion from the p-boxes
Taking into account the gas content correlation and complementation between H 2 and C 2 H 6 , It is necessary to fuse the information from H 2 and C 2 H 6 with the Demspter combination rules. The fusion results are showed on Fig .4 .
Figure4. The fused p-boxes of H 2 and C 2 H 6
It is apparent from Fig .4 that the compactness of the pboxes graphics has been improved, which means that we can more easily distinguish the four patterns through the Dempster fusion p-boxes.
IV. SVM DIAGNOSING BASED ON P-BOXES
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is first put forward by Cortes and Vapink. Despite its short history, it has shown great advantages in the realm of machine learning. SVM excels in addressing high-dimension problem and solving the problem of small sample. In practice, fault diagnosis of power transformer is often performed on the basis of limited data, and SVM algorithm have the advantage in response to the small sample data using support vector to complete linear or non-linear programming problems. So in this paper the SVM method is used here to solve the problem about the p-boxes fault diagnosis of power transformer.
The process of SVM pattern recognition is shown as following:
1) Establish the training database and testing database. Training data and testing data should be constructed as the same time and randomly selected.
2) Data normalization. The feature input should be normalized to a lesser extent.
3) Select the kernel function and the parameters of SVM. 4) Train the SVM by using the training database to get the trained Pattern.
5) Enter the testing data, using the trained Pattern to obtain the classification results (classification accuracy).
The core of the function is the establishment of SVM features database from p-boxes.
A. Establishment of features database
The cumulative uncertainty measures methods are to get some single scalars or intervals from the p-box's upper and lower bounds. In this paper, the five features which are extracted from the five different types of cumulative uncertainty measures of p-boxes are used as the SVM pattern recognition features. Five different features are shown as following: 1) Cumulative width 2) Logarithmic cumulative width 3) Cumulative interval boundary value 4) The boundary value 5) Contradiction interval statistics In order to verify the accuracy of this new fault diagnosis method, the four fault state (normal state, discharge faults, overheated faults and grounding faults) p-boxes are involved in the test.
B. Diagnosis with SVM method
The commonly used kernel functions of Support vector machines are: linear kernel, polynomial kernel function, Gaussian radial basis function and so on. The test results by using different kernel functions are shown in Table 1 .
As shown on Table 1 , with the same testing sample data and training data, using different kernel functions will lead to different correct recognition rate. The results of the Gaussian RBF kernel function are best. The Gaussian radial basis is chosen as kernel function. In the classification process, the failure pattern is identified by the identifier of the data. The identifier of the normal state, discharge faults, overheated faults and grounding faults is defined as F1, F2, F3, and F4 respectively. The diagnosis results are shown in Table 2 . As shown on Table 2 , the use of multi-class support vector machine for bearing fault diagnosis is fast, not sensitive to noise. The method has high diagnosis rate with high accuracy. Moreover, it is not sensitive to the uncertainty of p-boxes and adapted to some extent overlap among p-boxes, which proves that this identification method has good generalization ability.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to solve the problem of small sample and improve the diagnosis ability of power transformer by analyzing the dissolved gas, a new method based on probability boxes theory was proposed. To take advantage of the correlation and complementation from the different information sources, the pboxes had been fused. The SVM method has great advantage in fault diagnosis. Extracting different types of cumulative uncertainty measures from p-boxes can establish the SVM Features Database. The analysis result shows that the combination of pbox and SVM can achieve a high diagnosis rate.
